In this article we present a reformulation of the ne structure theory from Jensen 72] based on his theory for K and introduce the Fine Structure Principle, which captures its essential content. We use this theory to prove the Square and Fine Scale Principles, and to construct Morasses.
Lemma 1. Suppose that S is a transitive set closed under pairing, satisfying 0 -Comprehension + \Every set has a transitive closure." Then there exists a universal n predicate for S. Proof. It is enough to treat the case n = 1, as for example to get W 2 from W 1 we can just with 1 graph such that for any X J , 1 -Hull of X = fh(n;x) j n 2 !; x a nite sequence from Xg. Lemma 4. For any X J , the 1 -Hull of X exists. Moreover there is a 1 -Skolem function for J , with a 1 -de nition independent of . Proof. Let ' 0 ; ' 1 ; : : : be a standard list of formulas of 2 free variables and de ne h (n; x) =< -least pair (y; t) s.t. x; y 2 t; t transitive, ht; i ' n (x; y); if no such pair (y; t) exists then h (n; x) is unde ned. Then h(n; x) = y when h (n; x) = (y; t). Any 1 -elementary submodel of J must be closed under h, and clearly for any X J , fh(n;x) j x a nite sequence from Xg is a 1 -elementary submodel of J .
The key to Fine Structure Theory is to nd a suitable generalization of Lemma 4 to higher levels of de nability. We will take this up in the next section.
We close this section with an illustration of how 1 -hulls can be used to prove a version of Our main goal is to develop a version of Lemma 4 for higher levels of de nability. Specifically, we want to de ne the notion of n -formula so as to obtain: (a) There is a universal n predicate for J for each n.
(b) For any X J , the n -hull of X in J exists for each n. (c) There is a n -Skolem function for J for each n.
(d) Every formula is n for some n. What happens if we just take n = n ? Then (a) holds by Lemma 1 and (d) is clear.
Proposition 1. For any X J and n 2 ! there is a least n -elementary submodel of J containing X as a subset.
Proof. Let M = fy 2 J For some n formula ' with parameters from X, y is the < -least solution to ' in J g. Then M is n -elementary in J since if y i is the < -least solution to ' i , 1 i n then hy 1 :::y n i is the < -least solution to ' 1 ((z) 1 )^:::^' n ((z) n ), where (z) i = i th component of z. Suppose X N; N is n -elementary in J and ' is a n formula with parameters from X with a solution in J . Then ' has a solution y 0 in N and if y 0 is not the least solution then N also has a solution y 1 < y 0 . Continuing in this way we see that in fact N does contain the < -least solution to ' and hence we get M N. So (b) holds. What fails is property (c). The following argument is a re nement, due to Jensen, of the author's original argument using a subtle cardinal. Jensen 72] shows that for any and any n there is a partial n function with parameters that can serve as a n -Skolem function for n -hulls without parameters. However this does not achieve our goal as the de nition of the necessary parameters does not re ect to arbitrary n -elementary submodels that contain them. Instead we take an approach based on the idea that in a certain sense n+1 can be viewed as 1 relativized to n , for an arbitrary J . Though this is only true for the usual L evy hierarchy when awkward parameters are introduced, we de ne n in such a way that this is true using only \standard" parameters, whose de nitions relativize without di culty to n -hulls.
The n -Hierarchy
In order to de ne the notion of n formula we must also de ne the auxiliary notions n th reduct and n th standard parameter, all by induction on n. Let M denote some xed J ; > 0. We order nite sets of ordinals by the maximum di erence order: x < y i 2 y, where is the largest element of (y ? x) (x ? y). (x) , is the structure hH M n+1 ; A n+1 (x)i. This completes the de nition of the n -hierarchy. Thus a n+1 formula is a formula expressing a 1 property on n th reducts, uniformly. In order to achieve amenability when relativizing to a n predicate, we take our n th reduct to have ordinal height ! M n .
Lemma 6. (a) If '; are n formulas then ' _ ; '^ are equivalent to n formulas.
(b) If ' is a n formula then both ' and ' are equivalent to n+1 formulas. (c) There is a universal n formula, i.e., a n formula '(e; x) As promised, we have the following analogue of Lemma 4, in the context.
Lemma 7. For any X J , the n -hull of X exists. Moreover there is a n -Skolem function for J , via a n -de nition independent of . Proof. By induction on n. The base case n = 1 is Lemma 4. Suppose the result holds for n 1 and we establish it for n + 1. Let h n (k; x) be a n -Skolem function for J . Lemma 1 holds uniformly for amenable structures so we may de ne a partial n+1 function h(k; x) such that for each x; H(x) = fh(k;x) j k 2 !; h(k; x) de nedg is a 1 -elementary submodel of M n (x) = hH M n ; A n (x)i. De ne h n+1 (k; x) = h n ((k) 0 ; hh((k) 1 ; x); p M n i) where k = h(k) 0 ; (k) 1 i is a pairing function on !. Now graph(h n+1 ) is a n+1 relation because h n+1 (k; x) = y ! 9z 2 H M n (y = h n ((k) 0 ; hz;p M n i)^z = h((k) 1 ; x)) and as graph (h n ) is n , must have (p M n ) = p M n , else (p M n ) < p M n contradicts the de nition of p M n . Corollary 1. For each n, n n and for m < n, n is closed under existential quantication over H M m .
Proof. We can assume m = 0 as \x 2 H M m " is a m+1 formula. By induction on n: Assume that we have an e ective translation of n formulas into n formulas; then if ' is 9x (x); n we can write 9x (x) ! 9 x 2 H M n 9k (h n (k; h x; p M n i)) and after translating into a n formula, this gives a n+1 translation of '. Remark. With some e ort, it can be shown that conversely, each n formula is equivalent to a n formula with parameters. But we will have no use for this fact.
It will be useful to have approximations to the n -hulls and n -Skolem functions. For n = 1 and limit < ! = ORD(M) we let h 1 (k; x) be de ned by restricting the 1 de nition of h 1 to e J : if h 1 (k; x) = y ! 9z'(x;y;z);' 0 then h 1 (k; x) = y ! 9z 2 e J '(x; y; z).
For any n 1 and < ! M n we de ne h n+1 (k; x) = h n ((k) 0 ; hh ((k) 1 ; x); p M n i), where h is de ned by restricting the n+1 de nition of h(from the proof of Lemma 7) to e J : if h(k; x) = y ! M n (k; x; y) 9z', ' 0 then h (k; x) = y ! M n (k; x; y) 9z 2 e J '.
Also let n -hull (X) denote fh n (k; x) j x is a nite sequence from Xg. Lemma 9. For any X J , n 2 !, limit < ! M n , n -hull (X) is n?1 -elementary in M.
Proof. This is clear if n = 1 and for n + 1 > 1 it su ces to show that the hull in question is closed under h n . This follows from the facts that fh (k; x) j x a nite sequence from Xg is closed under pairing and that fh n (k; hy;pi) j y a nite sequence from Y g is closed under h n for any Y M; p 2 M.
The following fact about hull approximation is very useful.
Lemma 10. Suppose X J , ! < M n?1 ; is a regular M-cardinal and 2 n -hull (X) in M. Let = ( n -hull (X)\ ) and = ( n -hull (X)\ M n?1 ). Then = \ n -hull (X ) and for any = < ; x a nite sequence from X, \ n?1 -hull (fxg = ) is bounded strictly below .
Proof. Suppose 2 \ n -hull (X ). Then there exists a nite sequence x from X such that 2 n -hull (fxg = ) where ; = 2 n -hull (fxg); < , = < . But n -hull (fxg = ) \ belongs to n -hull (X) and hence so does its supremum . As is regular in M, < and therefore < . Since < we get < , as desired. The second conclusion of the lemma also follows, by Lemma 9.
The Square Principle.
An important application of ne structure theory is to Jensen's Square Principle, which we now establish using the approach. We state Square in a strong form, which will be useful later, in our proof of Jensen's Coding Theorem.
Square. Assume V = L. Then there is hC j a singular limit ordinal i s.t. We refer the reader to Jensen 72] for background on and applications of the Square Principle.
Let be a singular limit ordinal. We wish to de ne C . Let ( ) be the least limit ordinal s.t. is not regular with respect to e J -de nable functions and let n( ) be least s.t. there is a n( ) ( e J ( ) ) partial function (with parameters) from an ordinal less than co nally into . Note that ! ( ) n( ) (where n denotes N n ; N = e J ) as otherwise such a partial function would belong to e J ( ) , contradicting the leastness of ( 
The former is because for large enough < , H( fq( )g) contains both the domain and de ning parameter for a n( ) partial function from an ordinal less than co nally into .
If < ( ) let p( ) = hq( ); i and if = ( ) let p( ) = .
We are ready to de ne C . Let In case C k = for some k then C was de ned as a special !-sequence co nal in . That de nition was made precisely to enable the preceding arguments to also apply in this case. (Also note that in this case = :) 
The Fine Structure Principle
We summarize here those aspects of the theory that are used when establishing combinatorial principles in L. For any set X let Seq(X) denote the set of all nite sequences from X and recall the ordering < on nite sets of ordinals: p < q i 2 q where = max((p ?q) (q ? p)). Also for any limit ordinal let M denote e J (= J , where ! = ).
(FSP). There exists a sequence of recursive sets of formulas 1 = 1 2 : : : and partial functions h n : ! M ?! M for limit, n 2 ! s.t. 1) S f n j n 2 !g = All rst-order formulas, n = f ' j ' 2 n g n+1 and n is closed under 9;^;_.
2) h n is n -de nable and if '(x) is n then for some k; M '(x) ! h n (k; x) is de ned. 3) For any X M , H n (X) = fh n (k; x) j x 2 Seq(X); k 2 !g is the least n -elementary submodel of M containing X as a subset. fh ; k; x; yi j h ; n (k; x) = yg is n \ n and for each ; H ; n (X) = fh ; n (k; x) j k 2 !; x 2 Seq(X)g is n?1 -elementary in M . (When n = 1 we take ! n?1 to be ).
It is not di cult to verify that the proof of Square that we gave can be carried out directly from the FSP. In the next section we use the FSP to construct morasses.
Morasses.
A strong form of the gap-1 morass principle is useful in the theory of strong coding. We now establish a global form of this principle, which we call Morass with Square.
In Square we found a uniform way of writing a singular ordinal as the union of a short sequence of smaller ordinals. In Morass we nd a uniform way of writing an ordinal of regular cardinality as the direct limit of ordinals of smaller cardinality. These two principles interact in Morass with Square.
Rather than begin with a statement of our principle, we rst use the Fine Structure Principle to describe the actual object which will interest us. In this way it is easier to see the motivation behind a list of its combinatorial properties, expressed in Morass with Square.
An ordinal is cardinal-correct if whenever J is a cardinal, then really is a cardinal.
Let S 0 = f > ! j is cardinal-correctg. Then S 0 is CUB in every uncountable cardinal. For 2 S 0 let S = f j < < + ; is a limit ordinal, e J is regular and is the largest cardinalg. Then S is a closed subset of ( ; + ) and not a cardinal, < in S 0 ?! S S < . We write 0 < 0 1 i 0 < 1 and for some 2 S If < 1 then as above is unique and we write = : ?! ;~ = . The above structure, together with the Square sequence hC j singular limiti from the preceding section, constitutes our realization of Morass with Square. Before stating this principle we make a few observations regarding the relation < 1 . Using the fact that~ is n( ) -elementary and sends ( ( ); q( )) to ( ( ); q( )) it follows not only that~ = is unique but also that < 1 is a tree, < 0 -minimal, limit ?! < 0 -minimal, limit. Also There are four more properties of which take a bit of argument. First we claim that if < ( ) then 2 Range( ): If n( ) > 1 then this is clear because e J ( ) = ( ) + and the property of being a cardinal is 2 . If n( ) = 1 then we claim that q( ) ? is nonempty and hence if 2 q( )? we get = ( ) + of e J ( ) and q( ) is sent to q( ) under this isomorphism. By composing with , we get a n( ) -elementary embedding from e J ( ) into e J ( ) sending ( ( ); q( )) to ( ( ); q( )). As the range of this embedding contains a co nal subset of , the Q-condition is satis ed and < 1 , = .
Third we claim that if < 1 , is co nal and for each 0 < 0 , = ( 0 0 ) for some n( ) ( fq( )g)). Since H \ is co nal in (as we can assume that ( )) we get = ( 0 ); 0 = ordertype (H \ ).
Fourth we claim that if is a < 0 -successor then so is : This is clear if < ( ) or n( ) > 1 as being the < 0 -predecessor to is 1 ( e J ). If ( ( ); n( )) = ( ; 1) then we must use the Q-condition on to guarantee that S ( ) \ is bounded in .
The previous is our rst use of the Q-condition on . In strong coding we will use it to argue that if < 1 and is admissible (i.e., L 1 Replacement) then so is . We now state Morass with Square. We have shown that the structure de ned above satis es (a){(f) in the list of properties below. n( ( )) ( fp( ( )); ( ) 0 : : : ( ) k?1 g) where ( ( )), n( ( )); p( ( )) = hq( ( )); ( )i, ( ) i are de ned as in the proof of Square. (We have changed the notation ( ) to ( ) so as to avoid confusion.) The fact that is a < 1 -limit implies that ( ( ); n( )) < ( ( ( )), n( ( )). (I.e., either ( ) < ( ( )) or ( ) = ( ( )), n( ) < n( ( )). Note that as e J There is a largest cardinal, ( ) and n( ) have the same meaning in this section as they did in the proof of Square.) Thus for su ciently large 2 C 0 In the latter case the assumption that is a < 1 -limit yields that in fact ( ( ); n( )+1) < ( ( ( )); n( ( ))) n( ) ( fq( )g) \ ) j < ( )g. And the fact that ( ( ); n( )) < ( ( ( )), n( ( ))) implies that 2 C 0 for su ciently large . Of course the alternative is that = for su ciently large 2 C 0 ( ) and so (g) is proved. (h) There are two cases: either ( ( ); n( )) = ( ( ( )), n( ( ))) or ( ( ); n( ) + 1) = ( ( ( )); n( ( )) Now we consider the case ( ( ); n( ) + 1) = ( ( ( )), n( ( ))) and recall that we have that H ( ) n( ) (a fq( )g) \ is bounded in for each < ( ). Thus as in the proof of (g), for 2 C 0 ( ) we have = ( ) \ H ( ) n( ) ( fq( )g) and^ ( ) < 1 where
implies as in the proof of (g) that~ ^ ( ) is n( )+1 -elementary, hence ( ) ( ( )); but as in the rst part of the present proof, this is ruled out, for su ciently large. So for such 2 C 0 ( ) we have^ ( ) = ( ) < 1 ( ) and ( ) is < 1 -minimal. The proof that 2 C 0 for su ciently large is as in the proof of (g) and the last part of (h) is clear from the de nition of and the fact that ( ( ( )), n( ( )) > ( ( ); n( )). (i) As in (h) there are two cases: either ( ( ); n( )) = ( ( ( )), n( ( ))) or ( ( ), n( ) + 1) = ( ( ( )) < n( ( ))) and < ( ) ?! H ( ) n( ) ( fq( )g) \ is bounded in .
We begin with the rst case. As in (h), write = < 1 ( ) as we can take = ordertype ( \ H ( ); n( ) ( ( ) fq( )g)).
As in (h) we can arrange that < 1 ( ) for su ciently large by capturing a witness to the failure of the Q-condition between H ( ) n( ) ( ( ( )) fq( )g) and e J ( ) . Note that in fact k > 0 and we must have < ( ) for su ciently large = S ( ( ) \ H ( ) n( ) ( fpg)) so we get 2 Range( ) for < = S Range( ). Similarly, 2 Range( ( ) ) when > and we get = .
Note that in the second case, is not co nal. The argument now is very similar to the second case of the proof of (h), arranging < 1 ( ) as in the rst case of the present proof. Again we rst describe the object, obtained through use of the Fine Structure Principle, which satis es this principle before stating the principle itself. Let T = f j is a limit ordinal, e J there is a largest cardinal ( ) and the cardinality of equals ( )g. We do not require that ( ) = card( ) is regular. Let ( ) be the least limit ordinal such that for some n, The key clause in the Fine Scale Principle is (d). It says that f( ; k+1; ?) can be uniformly approximated by functions which di er from f( ; k; ?) only on a proper initial segment of ( ), in such a way that at limit stages , the th approximation can easily recover thesequence of smaller approximations. This is a powerful tool for proving a statement for each f( ; k; ?), by induction on ( ; k). In the case of Jensen coding, extendibility of conditions can be proved in this way.
We conclude with a discussion of Gap 2 morasses. Again we begin with a description of the intended object. Let S 0 = f > ! j is a limit ordinal, is cardinal-correctg, S 1 = f j is a limit ordinal and for some ( ) 2 S 0 , J ( ) is the largest cardinal and ( ) is regularg, S 2 = f j is a limit ordinal is not a cardinal and for some ( ) 2 S 1 ; e J ( ) is the largest cardinalg. Thus if 2 S 2 then e J ( ( )) is regular, ( ) = ( ( ) + is the largest cardinal. We write 0 < 0 1 if 0 < 1 and for some ; 0 and 1 both belong to S = f j ( ) = g; also we write 0 < 0 1 if 0 < 1 and for some 2 S 1 , 0 and 1 both belong to S = f j ( ) = g. For 2 S 0 ; ( ) denotes max S (when is not regular) and for 2 S 1 , ( ) denotes maxS (when is not regular). Now the main de nition. For 2 S Now in addition, for 2 S 2 , de ne ( ); ( ); q( ) in the same way, with ( ) replaced by ( ). Also de ne < 1 in the same way, with ( ); ( ) replaced by ( ); ( ). We write for . Note that we de ned for < 1 in S 1 to be ( ) and not simply . This means that moves ordinals 2 S 2 ; < ( ) and raises interesting questions about how the relation < 1 on such ordinals is a ected by applying . Thus our gap 2 morass properties pertain not only to the \gap 1" relationships < 1 ; < 1 but also to the way in which they interact. (c) < 1 is a tree and if < 1 in S 1 then ( ) < ( ); is not a cardinal. If < 1 in S 2 then ( ) < ( ). If < 1 then is < 0 -minimal, successor, limit i is < 0 -minimal, successor, limit when < ( ), = ( ) or ( ; ) = ( ( ); ( )). If < 1 then is < 0 -minimal, successor, limit i is < 0 -minimal, successor, limit. (f) Suppose < 1 . Then < ( ) = i < ( ) = . Suppose now that < ; < . Then is < 1 -minimal, successor, limit i is < 1 -minimal, successor, limit, for 0 < 1 < , 0 < 1 1 i ( 0 ) < 1 ( 1 ), and 0 = ( 0 ) for some 0 < 1 i ( 0 ) = ( 0 ) for some 0 < 1 . (g) Suppose < 1 ; < ( ) and = ( ) is a < 1 -successor. Let 0 < 1 denote that 0 is the < 1 -predecessor to . Then if 0 < 1 we have ( ( 0 ) 
= 0 . If is a < 1 -limit then n( ) < n( ) and is therefore n( )+1 -elementary.
Thus Range( ) \ f ( 0 ) j 0 < 1 g is unbounded in Range( ) \ so is a < 1 -limit as all maps 0 ; 0 < 1 su ciently large, are co nal. Second suppose that there is no co nal 0 , 0 < 1 . If n( ) < n( ) then for 0 < 1 we must have n( )+1 -elementarity for~ 0 (see the proof of (g) from the gap 1 case). Thus if is a < 1 -limit then n( ) n( ) + 2 and we get that is a < 1 -limit as f ( 0 ) j 0 < 1 g is n( )+1 . If is not a < 1 -limit then maxf ( 0 ) j 0 < 1 g belongs to Range( ) as it is either in q( ) or is 0. Thus is not a < 1 -limit and if 0 < 1 then ( 0 ) = ( 0 ) where 0 < 1 . If is < 1 -minimal then so is . Finally, if n( ) = n( ) then is not a < 1 -limit; if 0 = S f 0 < j 0 = \ H ( ) n( ) ( 0 fq( )g)g then 0 2 Range( ) but now since is Q-elementary we get H ( ) n( ) ( 0 fq( )g) \ bounded below = S (Range( )\ ). It follows that 0 < 1 i 0 < 1 , so is not a < 1 -limit and if 0 < 1 then ( 0 ) = ( ( 0 )) where 0 < 1 . If is < 1 -minimal then so is .
Note that in the above argument we also verti ed the nal statement of (f). The remaining claim in (f) is clear by 1 -elementarity. (g) The argument in the proof of (f) showed that ( ( 0 )) = ( 0 ) and 0 co nal i 0 co nal. Finally if = S Range( 0 ) < then we get 2 Range( ) by the argument in (f), and hence 0 2 Range( ). Then we must have ?1 ( 0 ) = 0 .
(h) If is not a < 1 -limit then either n( ) = n( ) and the result follows easily or H ( ) n( ) ( 0 fq( )g) \ is bounded in for each 0 < , which means that X \ bounded in i X \ bounded in for any X which is n( ) -elementary inJ ( ) . 
